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Looks aren’t everything
Opticron’s new scope might not be a looker, but
Mike Alibone is impressed by what’s on the inside.

magnification range (as would be expected).
The close focus at minimum magnification is
quoted as 2.5 m – better than the MM2. I
managed to squeeze 2.03 m out of it.
The GS 52 is a solidly constructed scope,
with an attractive price point, retailing at only
£10 more than the MM2 ED. It can be
supported by a very lightweight tripod and is a
‘must see’ if you are looking for a scope which
combines portability, ease of use and value for
money. With such a broad range of eyepieces
available for this telescope it is advisable to
assess its performance in combination with a
number of these before buying. ■

Review: Opticron GS 52 GA ED telescope and HDF 12-36x zoom eyepiece
As optics technology has evolved, the image
quality delivered by smaller telescopes has
improved considerably. Opticron’s GS 52 GA
ED is an extension of the existing GS range,
which already includes 66.5 mm and 81.5 mm
models, and its introduction marks the phasing
out of the popular MM2 ED ‘mini scope’.
This new 52 mm model resembles nothing
that has gone before in the MM range, nor will
it win any beauty contests. The design brief,
according to Opticron, was to encapsulate
large scope technology in a compact body.
The result is a somewhat uniquely shaped end
product. The model resembles the back half
of a full-sized scope, the front end appearing
to have been sheered off with surgical
precision. This appearance is further
emphasised by the location of the tripod
attachment sleeve immediately behind the
objective; the shape of the full-size prism
housing prevents positioning elsewhere.
There is no retractable lens hood,
although the objective is deeply recessed at
28 mm, and the fixed body length of 200 mm
is a compromise between the MM2 ED’s 177
mm retracted and 217 mm extended lengths.
The body and rotating tripod attachment
sleeve are lightweight magnesium alloy, but
the full rubber armour adds weight, as does
the larger prism system, which is used in the
full-size GS 665 and 815 models, and the
overall body weight is 750 g. Although this is
significantly higher than the MM2 ED’s 468 g,
it should be remembered that it weighs little or
no more than many binoculars on the market.
I found the focusing mechanism among
the smoothest and lightest I have used. The
scope employs the split-wheel twin focusing
system of the full-size GS models to allow
accurate adjustment. The smaller of the two
wheels appears to make fine focusing easier
at higher magnification settings, but despite
this I still found it difficult to obtain sharp
focusing toward the top of the magnification
range (36x) with the HDF zoom eyepiece.

Tech spec
Price: body £249; HDF eyepiece £189
Length: 200 mm (angled body)
Weight: body 750 g; HDF eyepiece 206 g
Field of view: 61-28m at 1,000 m
Close focus: 2.5 m
Gas-filled: yes
Waterproof: yes
Guarantee: 30 years
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It is worth noting that other eyepieces from
the Opticron range, including the HR2 and the
more expensive SDL, are compatible with this
scope and the field of view is larger than the
MM2 ED’s. Furthermore, all the eyepieces
listed for the MM2 (excluding the MM2.HR
items) are also compatible.
The HDF eyepiece produced extremely
good images across a range
of habitats. The colours and
contrast, particularly up to
30x magnification, were
excellent, and I was
especially pleased with the
vivid, feather-perfect image
of my first Whinchat of the
autumn, a juvenile.
A faint bluish colour cast
was barely evident in what Accurate
was a clean, bright image. focusing
There was some degree of with smooth
chromatic aberration
mechanism
discernible across the
whole of the field, but the
consistent edge-to-edge
sharpness and minimal
curvature of field more than
compensated for it.
The depth of field is
good, particularly at the
Body weighs 750 g
lower end of the
and is 200 mm long

Standard 12-36x HDF
zoom eyepiece can
be interchanged with
other models
Objective lens
produces clean and
bright image with edgeto-edge sharpness

Going for a birdie
Review: Country Innovation Plover range
Two new additions to the ever-growing range
from Country Innovation are the Plover jacket
and the bodywarmer; and two very nice
looking, comfortable additions they are too.
The jacket features a fleece fabric, with a
laminated, water-repellent, windproof and
breathable membrane and reinforced
shoulder and elbow panels. It has two side
pockets, a security pocket for wallet and
mobile phone, a two-way main zip and
adjustable drawcord.
This is a very comfortable jacket to wear
which, with its design of black panels and
piping, looked stylish – even on me! I wore it
on a typically cool, blustery, showery July
day to my local reserve and it certainly
stopped the rain and wind getting through.
The shoulder panels meant my 500 mm lens

strap didn’t dig in and the collars protected
my neck from the binocular strap.
It can double up as a general wear coat,
and could also prove to be an ideal golfing
jacket for the winter months ahead.
For those fast-approaching autumn days
with a chill in the air, this is a great jacket for a
day in the field, and for anyone who owns the
classic Rover jacket this, or the new Plover
bodywarmer, could be worn underneath for an
extra layer of warmth.
Steve Young

Tech spec
Price: jacket S-XL £85; XXL £90;
bodywarmer S-XL £65; XXL £70
Contact: Country Innovation 01934
877333; www.countryinnovation.com
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